CORE: curates and produces 300+ high-profile cultural experiences each year. The events below represent a selection of our favorite happenings.

Art & Architecture

Artist Jeff Koons in conversation with Jeffrey Deitch

Afternoon tea with artist Will Cotton

Private viewing with Ryan McGinness of his exhibition, Women: The Blacklight Paintings

Architect Daniel Libeskind in conversation with composer Steve Reich

Conversation between artists Marina Abramovic and Glenn Ligon

Artist Richard Tuttle in conversation with artists Ursula von Rydingsvard and Kiki Smith

Celebrated photographer Nan Goldin in conversation with the Louvre’s head curator of contemporary art Marie-Laure Bernadac and Elizabeth Sussman, curator and Sandra Gilman curator of photography at the Whitney Museum of American Art

Conversation with designer and activist Kenneth Cole

Multitalented actor, writer, and artist James Franco in conversation with Alanna Heiss, founding director of P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center and founder and director of the Clocktower Gallery and its radio station ARTonAIR.org

Private tour of Philip Johnson’s Glass House with artist E.V. Day

Private tour with artist Tom Sachs of his installation, Space Program: Mars, at the Park Avenue Armory

Private residential viewing of renowned collector Aggie Gund’s collection

Conversation with famed photographer Albert Watson, moderated by Jann Wenner of Rolling Stone magazine

Conversation with internationally celebrated Dutch
photographer Erwin Olaf and Aperture publisher Lesley A. Martin

Rolls-Royce drive to view renowned art patrons Melva Bucksbaum and Ray Learsy’s collection in their private granary in CT

Conversation with celebrated photographer David LaChapelle

Private Tour of Dance & Fashion with Dr. Valerie Steele, director and chief curator of The Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology

Pre-release Screening of Beauty is Embarrassing about artist Wayne White and Q&A with director Neil Berkeley

Art and architecture tour of the only private residence in the U.S. designed by Ai Weiwei

Pre-release screening of Academy Award-nominated documentary Cutie & the Boxer and Q&A with artists Ushio & Noriko Shinohara and director Zachary Heinzerling

Pre-release screening of Jean-Michael Basquiat: The Radiant Child and Q&A with FAB 5 FREDDY and artist Michael Holman

Conversation with celebrated artist Takashi Murakami

Pre-release screening of Exit Through the Gift Shop and Q&A with Marc Schiller

Conversation with internationally recognized American photographer Gregory Crewdson

Conversation with famed fashion photographer Nigel Barker

Conversation with famed artist Christo discusses his new Colorado River Project, followed by a studio visit

Pre-release Screening of Making Sh*t Up about artist Burt Rodriguez, and Q&A with director Bill Bilowit and producer Grela Orihuela

Conversation with Chinese superstar artist Cai Guo-Qiang

Conversation between renowned artist Carrie Mae Weems and actor and comedian David Alan Grier

Private tour of renowned gallerist & collector Richard Feigenbaum’s personal collection

Conversation with artist Shai Kremer on his exhibition, World Trade Center: Concrete Abstract

Pre-release Screening of Ai Weiwei: Never Sorry and Q&A with filmmaker Alison Klayman

Conversation with Pritzker Prize-winning architect Richard Meier

Conversation with renowned architect Bjarke Ingels with Julie V. Iovine, executive editor of The Architect’s Newspaper

Conversation with internationally recognized contemporary artist Spencer Tunick

Conversation with video artist Bill Viola and American Patrons of Tate

Conversation between artist Richard Woods and collector and gallerist Adam Lindemann

Conversation with artists Robert Mangold, Sarah Sze and Rackstraw Downes

Conversation between photographer and artist Alexandra Penney and Departures editor-in-chief Richard Story

Conversation with famed architects David Childs and Bill Baker from Skidmore, Owings and Merrill LLP

Photographer Stephen Shore in conversation with The New Yorker’s Jane Kramer

Conversation with artist Fred Wilson

Pre-release screening of Marina Abramovic: The Artist Is Present, Q&A with filmmakers Matthew Akers, Jeff Dupre and Maro Chermayeff

Contemporary artist John Baldessari in conversation with Joel Wachs, president of the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts

Conversation with artist Julie Mehretu

Conversation between artist Matthew Ritchie and cultural theorist Kaja Silverman

Conversation between artist group assume vivid astro focus (AVAF), Cay Sophie Rabinowitz, essayist of the
AVAF book, and renowned collector Rosa de la Cruz

American painter Richard Phillips in conversation with gallerist Bill Powers

Private viewing with artist Matthew Day Jackson of his exhibition Something Ancient, Something New, Something Stolen, Something Blue at Hauser & Wirth Gallery

Conversation with artist and architect Vito Acconci

Conversation with artists David Altmejd and Eli Sudbrack of assume vivid astro focus

Conversation between artists El Anatsui and Catherine Opie

Glenn O’Brien in conversation with contemporary artists Adam McEwen, Jeff Mermelstein, and Peter McGough

Conversation on the originality and creative process featuring DABS MYLA and Andrew W.K.

Trunk Show featuring Duca Sartoria and precise personalization by Max Girombelli of Duca Sartoria

Pre-Release Screening of Maurizio Cattelan: Be Right Back Q&A with director Maura Axelrod and Maurizio Cattelan

Andy Warhol’s Photography Exhibit in our Gallery

Complimentary VIP Preview Passes to Frieze Art Fair on Randall’s Island

VIP Preview of sculptor Marino di Teanae Exhibit at 1stdibs Founder Michael Bruno’s Hamptons Estate

Discover the work of Venezuelan Master Oswaldo Vigas in The Orchid Seller, Q&A with director Lorenzo Vigas following

Hear Walter Isaacson talk about his new book Leonardo Da Vinci - meet the bestselling author and former CEO of the Aspen Institute

Art Basel Miami Beach & Cruise

Art of Innovation – featuring a conversation between artist Matthew Schreiber and Scott Indrisek, presented by Audi
Technology & Media

Google chairman Eric Schmidt in conversation with Anne-Marie Slaughter, former director of policy planning at the State Department and current president of the New America Foundation

Founder of the Huffington Post, Arianna Huffington, in conversation with Jake Weisberg, editor of the Slate Group

Conversation with Facebook co-founder and editor-in-chief of The New Republic, Chris Hughes

Conversation with FOX News’ Greg Gutfeld

The Daily Beast editor-in-chief Tina Brown and author Ken Auletta discuss Google

Eminent writer Walter Isaacson in the life of Steve Jobs with Ken Auletta, media critic for The New Yorker

Business writer Robert Levine in conversation with the New York Times’ media columnist David Carr

Conversation with Lou Dobbs

Writer Zachary Karabell in conversation with vice president of Tumblr Andrew McLaughlin

Conversation with experts from PSFK sharing their findings on technology and analog products through their effectiveness and productivity

Hacking National Security in the Tech Age – a conversation with General Michael V. Hayden, former director of the NSA and CIA, in partnership with The Atlantic Council

Craig Newmark, founder of Craigslist, hosted by Women’s Entrepreneurship

Move Fast and Break Things: How Facebook, Google, & Amazon Cornered Culture and Undermined Democracy Conversation with author Jonathan Taplin and Jeffrey Toobin

TV Everywhere – The Next Wave of Always-On Media, a conversation with Al Roker

Stroke of Genius: an evening with Dr. John Krakauer, how video gaming and robotics may promote stroke recovery
Geo-Political

Screening of American War Generals and Q&A with General David H. Petraeus, Anne-Marie Slaughter, and Peter Bergen

Conversation with Ben Wizner, Edward Snowden's legal advisor and director of the ACLU Speech, Privacy & Technology Project

Conversation with former U.S. Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson

Conversation with U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Susan Rice

Conversation on UN Women for Peace with Mrs. Ban Soon Taek, wife of UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon

Conversation with 2011 Nobel Peace Prize winner Leymah Gbowee

Conversation on the US-Iranian relations and possibilities with Seyed Hossein Mousavian, a longtime Iranian diplomat

Former director of policy planning at the State Department Anne-Marie Slaughter in conversation with Jim Fallows of the Atlantic Magazine

Conversation between CNN’s Fareed Zakaria, journalist Steve Coll, and Charles Kaye, chairman of the Asia Society

HRH Prince Turki al Faisal in conversation with CBS News’ Norah O’Donnell

Discussion with New America Foundation president Anne-Marie Slaughter on leadership, innovation, and ideas, with United States ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power

Conversation with Brazilian Ambassador Antonio de Aguiar Patriota

Discussion with Governor Mike Huckabee on his new book, God, Guns, Grits, and Gravy in advance of his run for president

Discussion with Earl Spencer, direct descendant of King Charles I, of his book Killers of the King

Pre-release Screening of Dear Governor Cuomo, followed by Q&A with Natalie Merchant

Pre-release Screening of Breaking the Taboo, Q&A with Richard Branson, his son and executive producer Sam Branson, former Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso, and the Drug Policy Alliance’s Ethan Nadelmann, moderated by Bloomberg TV’s Trish Regan

Pre-release Screening of Koch, Q&A with filmmakers Neil Barsky, Jenny Carchman, and Juliet Weber

Pre-release Screening of Waiting for Superman, Q&A with Geoffrey Canada, president and CEO of Harlem Children Zone

Pre-release Screening of My Country is Tibet, Q&A with exiled 17-year-old King of Tibet, Lhagay Trichen Namgyal Wangchuk

Writer and journalist Peter Bergen in conversation with Pulitzer Prize-winning author Lawrence Wright

Pre-release Screening of The World According to Dick Cheney, Q&A with director R.J. Cutler

Conversation with HRH Prince Zeid bin Ra’ad

Screening of The Heroes Project and Q&A with The Heroes Project founder Tim Medvetz and Injured War Heroes USMC SSgt Mark Zambon and USMC SSgt Charlie Linville

White House deputy chief of staff, Alyssa Mastromonaco, in conversation with Charlie Rose

Writer Michael Lind in conversation with Pulitzer Prize-winning author Liaquat Ahamed

Conversation with former Virginia Senator Jim Webb

Former NYC & LA Police commissioner Bill Bratton in conversation with Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government’s Zachary Tumin

Conversation with former foreign secretary of Britain and current president & CEO of the International Rescue Committee, David Miliband
Journalists John Avlon, Matt Welch, and Peter Beinart in conversation with writer Emma Gilbey Keller

Pre-release Screening of *Free Angela & All Political Prisoners* and Q&A with producer Sidra Smith

Ukrainian Ambassador Yuriy Sergeyev in conversation with WNYC’s John Hockenberry

Pre-release Screening of Academy Award-nominated documentary *The Invisible War* and Q&A with filmmakers Kirby Dick and Maria Cuomo Cole

Conversation with Israeli Consul General Ido Aharoni

Conversation with former US Senator Joseph Lieberman

Conversation with American economist and director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University Jeffrey Sachs

Conversation with former director of the CIA, General Michael Hayden, on technological intelligence and national security

Katy Tur visits CORE: Unbelievable: My Front-Row Seat to The Craziest Campaign in American History - in conversation with Cindi Leive, former editor-in-chief of Glamour

Putin’s Next Move, a conversation with Dr. Michael Carpenter, former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Russia, Ukraine, and Eurasia

Governor John Kasich reflects on his 2016 campaign and talks his new book

General Marshall Webb, commander of Air Force Special Ops Command (AFSOC) weighs in on the state of ISIS and terrorism threats at home and abroad

Deepak Chopra discussing celebrity philanthropy- how to leverage fame for social good

Snopes.com founder David Mikkelson and New York Times’ Jim Rutenberg discuss Truth in Media

Steve Israel (D-NY) talks with Zach Wamp (R-TN) on How to Work Together Across the Aisle

VIP Pass to the Prestigious Concordia Annual Summit - The 7th annual invitation-only event features a heavy-hitting roster of speakers
Film & Television

Conversation with cultural icon William Shatner

Conversation with George Takei, the iconic actor known for his role as Lieutenant Sulu in Star Trek

Conversation with celebrated actor and author Gene Wilder

Conversation with celebrated actor and comedian Billy Crystal

Academy Award winners Sam Mendes and Kevin Spacey in conversation with Charlie Rose

Pre-release Screening of The Green Room and Q&A with Paul Provenza, followed by a panel discussion with comedians Paul Provenza, Billy Connolly, Lisa Lampanelli, Rain Pryor, and Jamie Kilstein

Conversation with “The Queen of Mean” Lisa Lampanelli

Conversation with actor Neil Patrick Harris on his career and memoir

Conversation with adventurer, filmmaker, and environmentalist Celine Cousteau, actor Chevy Chase and National Geographic journalist/filmmaker Jon Bowermaster

Pre-release Screening of Days of Grace and Q&A with Hugh Jackman, Paul Haggis, and producer Leopoldo Gout

Screening of 6 and Q&A with Academy Award winning filmmaker Louie Psihoyos

Conversation with Man on Wire Philippe Petit

Pre-release Screening of Nice Guy Johnny and Q&A with actor Ed Burns

Pre-release Screening of Get Smart and Q&A with Anne Hathaway

Pre-release Screening of Leaves Of Grass and Q&A with Tim Blake Nelson & Edward Norton

Pre-release Screening of Syriana and Q&A with George Clooney

24 premiere and Q&A with Keifer Sutherland and Anna Wintour

Dexter premiere and Q&A with Michael C. Hall

Screening of The Central Park Five and Q&A with filmmakers Sarah Burns & David McMahon and all members of the exonerated Central Park Five

Screening of Rabbit Hole and Q&A with actors Nicole Kidman and Aaron Eckhard

Conversation with Academy Award nominated actress & Emmy Award nominated choreographer Rosie Perez

Conversation with Oscar-winning documentarian and writer Charles Ferguson

Conversation with Academy Award and Tony Award Winner Joel Grey

Conversation with iconic actor Ned Beatty

Pre-release Screening of The Last Patrol and Q&A with Academy Award nominated filmmaker Sebastian Junger

Pre-release screening of 5-time Academy Award winning film, The Artist, followed by a Q&A with Best Director Michel Hazanavicius and Best Actor Jean Dujardin

Screening of Divorce Corp. and Q&A with Dr. Drew Pinsky, director Joseph Sorge, and Dr. Larry Wissow

Screening of Killer Joe, Q&A with Gina Gershon

Pre-release Screening of The Past and Q&A with Academy Award winning filmmaker Asghar Farhadi

Screening of Smash His Camera and Q&A with Academy Award winning filmmaker Leon Gast ands Godfather of the Paparazzi Ron Galella

Pre-release Screening of The Motel Life and Q&A with actor Stephen Dorff

Pre-release Screening of Academy Award-nominated documentary The Square, followed by Q&A with Director Jehane Noujaim

Pre-release Screening of Academy Award-nominated documentary Five Broken Cameras and Q&A with director Guy Davidi

Pre-release Screening of Don’t Stop Believin’: Everyman’s
Journey and Q&A with director Joshua Green

Pre-release Screening of Any Day Now and Q&A with actor Alan Cumming

Pre-release Screening of Chasing Ice and Q&A with director Jeff Orlowski

Pre-release Screening of Smashed and Q&A with filmmaker James Ponsoldt and actress Mary Elizabeth Winstead

Pre-release Screening of The House I Live In and Q&A with producer Chris St. John and DrugPolicy.org’s Gabriel Sayegh

Pre-release Screening of Keep the Lights On and Q&A with filmmaker Ira Sachs

Pre-release Screening of You’ve Been Trumped and Q&A with director Anthony Baxter

Pre-release Screening of Kumare and Q&A with filmmaker Vikram Ghandi

Pre-release Screening of Dark Horse and Q&A with filmmaker Todd Solondz

Pre-release Screening of Lunch Hour and Q&A with James Cromwell, Alex Jamieson, and James Costa

Pre-release Screening of The Imposter and Q&A with director Bart Layton

Pre-release Screening of My Week with Marilyn and Q&A with director Simon Curtis

Pre-release Screening of Another Happy Day and Q&A with Ellen Barkin and filmmaker Sam Levinson

Pre-release Screening of For the Benefit of All Beings and Q&A with Michael Imperioli

Pre-release Screening of To Catch a Dollar and Q&A with Nobel Laureate Professor Muhammed Yunus and filmmaker Gayle Ferraro

Pre-release Screening of Give Up Tomorrow and Q&A with director Michael Collins & producer Marty Syjuco

Pre-release Screening of The Neistat Brothers and Q&A by actor Matthew Modine

Pre-release Screening of Towelhead and Q&A with Oscar winner Alan Ball

Pre-release Screening of The Good Guy and Q&A with writer/director Julio DePietro

Pre-release Screening of Ai Weiwei: Never Sorry and Q&A with filmmaker Alison Klayman

Pre-release Screening of Solitary Man and Q&A with producer Heidi Jo Markel

Pre-release Screening of Multiple Sarcasms and Q&A with actors India Ennenga and Laila Robins

Pre-release Screening of Alive Inside and Q&A with filmmaker Michael Rossato-Bennett and Music & Memory Founder Dan Cohen

Screening of Boy and Q&A with Academy Award nominated filmmaker Taika Waititi

Conversations and storytelling by The Moth about the theme Twist of Fate, hosted by Dan Kennedy

Screening of Escaping Syria, Q&A with producer Cathe Neukum hosted by the International Rescue Committee

The Final Year, a Special Screening of the unprecedented documentary on the White House - followed by a conversation with Samantha Power, Ben Rhodes and director Greg Barker

Vice President Al Gore visits CORE: for the Pre-Release Screening of An Inconvenient Sequel followed by a conversation with Fareed Zakaria

Pre-Release Screening of HBO’s Wizard of Lies with Tony nominated actor & director Alessandro Nivola

Ai WeiWei: meet the iconic, dissident artist for an intimate screening and discussion of his film Human Flow with a conversation between the artist and Richard Gere

Special Screening of Manchester By The Sea conversation following with producer, Chris Moore


Little Sister: Pre-Release Event, In partnership with NY Film Critics Series, featuring Ally Sheedy and director Zack Clark and moderated by Peter Tavers
Private outdoor concert with **Prince**

Private outdoor concert with **Billy Joel**

Private outdoor concert with **Dave Matthews Band**

Private outdoor concert with **Tom Petty**

Private outdoor concert with **James Taylor**

Private concert with **John Legend** and **Quincy Jones**

Private concert with **Tony Bennett**

Performance, conversation, and private dinner with six-time Grammy winning jazz legend **David Sanborn**

Punk rock legend **Marky Ramone** of The Ramones discusses his memoir

Performance and conversation with Grammy winning artist **Michael Bolton**

Performance and conversation with the Artistic Directors & Principal Dancers of Ballet Next, **Charles Askegard** and **Michele Wiles**

Conversation with rock legends **Ronnie Wood** & **Kenny Jones** with Rolling Stone Magazine’s **David Fricke**

Screening of **Steven Caras: See Them Dance** and Q&A with **Steven Caras** and **Anna Kisselgoff**, the former Chief Dance Critic for The New York Times

Vinyl listening experience with musicians **Norah Jones** and **Ryan Adams**

Conversation with **Vivek Tiwary** on *The Fifth Beatle*, which recounts the untold story of Brian Epstein

Screening of **Rock and Roll Exposed: The Photography of Bob Gruen** and Q&A with **Bob Gruen**

Performance by **Shaggy**

Private access to **Sting**’s *Back to Bass* tour

Performance and conversation with photographer & musician **Graham Nash**

Private concert with **Squeeze**

Performance and conversation with legendary folk-pop-rock troubadour **Donovan**

Performance and conversation with two-time Grammy-winning guitarist **Laurence Juber**

Conversation and performance with acclaimed cellist **Maya Beiser**

Performance and conversation with musician, songwriter, and producer **Mark Hudson**

Hear **Mick Fleetwood** talk about the beginnings of Fleetwood Mac

**Darryl “DMC” McDaniels** – Run-DMC conversation

**Carlos Santana**, hosted by Hudson Union Society

**Jewel**: multifaceted writer, singer and actress performs at CORE:

**Kristen Anderson-Lopez** and **Robert Lopez** discuss their Oscar and Grammy-winning, hit soundtrack from the Disney animated film, *Frozen*. 
Conversation with award-winning chef and one of TIME magazine’s “World’s 100 Most Influential People,” Jose Andrés

9-course Chinese New Year dinner prepared by celebrity Chef Susur Lee

7 course dinner prepared by Modernist Cuisine author and former Microsoft Chief of Technology, Nathan Myhrvold

Krug tasting with Krug Ambassador Franck Girard

Rolls-Royce drive to Blue Hill at Stone Barns for lunch prepared by Executive Chef Dan Barber

Opus One wine tasting with winemaker Michael Silacci

Insider’s tour with the chefs and bartenders of Sushi Nakazawa, Toro, Momofuku Ssäm Bar, and The NoMad Bar

Staglin Family Vineyard dinner hosted by Garen and Shari Staglin

Exploring the Mediterranean - themed dinner prepared by Chef Yotam Ottolenghi

Pursued by Bear wine tasting hosted by Kyle MacLachlan and Eric Dunham

6-course menu in celebration of James Bond’s 50th Anniversary prepared by Chef David Burke and the Executive Chefs from each of his restaurants

Intimate dinner with with Château Smith Haut Lafitte's US Brand Ambassador, Lucia Mineur, featuring a four-course dinner prepared by Chef Bernard

A Taste of Switzerland – prepared by Chef Andreas Caminada, Switzerland’s only 3-starred Michelin chef

Conversation & dinner with Praveen Moman, Founder of the Volcanoes Safaris hosted by Volcanoes Safaris and Absolute Travel

Casa Noble Tequila tasting hosted by Carlos Santana

An intimate evening to celebrate the Italian craftsmanship of Ermenegildo Zegna with a 4-course dinner and wine pairings from award winning Chef Mario Carbone

4-course dinner prepared by Union Square Hospitality Group’s Culinary Director Michael Romano

Elettra Wiedemann talks career, life, and her new book, Impatient Foodie

5-course dinner with wine pairings by Le Cirque’s Sirio Maccioni and Former Executive Chef Olivier Reginensi

Voyage Gourmand – A Culinary Tour of the Black Truffle with Chef Bernard Liberatore

Insider’s tour with the chefs and bartenders of Sushi Nakazawa, Toro, Momofuku Ssäm Bar, and The NoMad Bar

An intimate dinner with with Château Smith Haut Lafitte's US Brand Ambassador, Lucia Mineur, featuring a four-course dinner prepared by Chef Bernard

6-course menu prepared by Chef Cindy Pawlcyn with wine pairings from five different Napa Valley vintners

Paul and Dee Dee Sorvino talk their new Italian cookbook Pinot, Pasta, and Parties

Champagne dinner with pairings of rare Delamotte and Salon Champagnes Grand Cru

VIP Cocktail celebrating Roger Dubuis fine watches and Pirelli partnership
Sports & Leisure

Conversation with legendary NY Rangers Goalie Mike Richter

2014 NFL Draft screening hosted by NY Giants All-Pro Wide Receiver Victor Cruz

Conversation with baseball legend Joe Torre

Conversation with legendary sports photographer Neil Leifer

Conversation between sports legends Lenny Dykstra, Rod Gilbert and Carl Banks

Ferrari California model track experience with professional drivers at Monticello Motor Club

Conversation with world renowned polo player Nacho Figueras and HRH Prince Harry

New York Jets Coach Rex Ryan and New York Jets Owner Woody Johnson in conversation with and ESPN’s Jeremy Schaap

Conversation and tennis clinic with tennis legend Billie Jean King

NY President Neil Glat and current & former players, including NY Jets Ring of Honor All Pro Linebacker Marty Lyons, discusses The Business of the New York Jets

Conversation with cyclist George Hincapie, a record seventeen-time Tour de France participant, Olympian, and celebrated lead-out man for Lance Armstrong

Conversation with championship basketball coach John Calipari and ESPN’s Jeremy Schaap

Chalk talk with former Chicago Bears coach Mike Ditka

Chalk Talk with MVP & San Francisco legend Jerry Rice

Screening of the 2014 World Cup Draw and Q&A with soccer legend Tab Ramos

Screening of the 2013 NFL Draft and Q&A with NY Giants Hakeem Nicks, Rueben Randle, and ESPN’s Jeremy Schaap

Screening of the 2012 NFL Draft and Q&A with Phil Simms, Marty Lyons, and ESPN’s Jeremy Schaap

Conversation with baseball Hall-of-Famer Cal Ripken

Conversation with tennis legend Andre Agassi

Private members’ cocktail reception and game watch in an MSG luxury suite hosted by Rangers Hall of Fame Players

Conversation with professional skier Heather Paul Featherman

Private cocktail reception and game watch with former New York Knick John Starks hosted in an MSG luxury suite

Pre-release screening of Venus and Serena and Q&A with filmmakers Maiken Baird and Michelle Major

Henrik Lundqvist: Pro Talk, moderated by ESPN’s Jeremy Schaap and in partnership with Citi


Pulitzer Prize – Winning sportswriter Ira Berkow discusses his new book, in conversation with ESPN’S Jeremy Schaap

Audi Challenge Driving Experience - Hosted by Audi

Baseball legend Mike Piazza - Hosted by Citi

Private access to the Breeders’ Cup

Private access to Bridgehampton Polo

Private access to Greenwich Polo

Private shooting range at Dover Furnace Shooting Grounds hosted by Beretta
Health & Wellness

Former U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Richard Carmona in conversation with Peter Moore, Editor of Men’s Health Magazine

Conversation with award-winning cardiothoracic surgeon, author, and television personality, Dr. Mehmet Oz

Pre-release Screening of Fed Up and Q&A with Katie Couric and Eric Schlosser

Nutritionist Dr. Josh Axe shares the secrets to turning back the clock naturally

Conversation with Dr. Brian Clement, LN, Director of the Hippocrates Health Institute

Conversation with renowned oncologist and pioneer in integrative medicine, Dr. Mitch Gaynor, on The Gene Therapy Plan

Kick off 2018 right with The Diet Detox Author Brooke Alpert discusses with Town & Country’s Jamie Rosen on why your diet is making you fat and what to do about it

A Life Well Balanced – Featuring a conversation with Mahesh Natarajan and Monica Chandra, in partnership with Absolute Travel and Ananda

Bobbi Brown shares her beauty and wellness wisdom

New year, new you: Frontier technology in digital health - Learn how AI is transforming the healthcare space

Soul Cycle’s top instructor Stacey Griffith discusses her new book Two Turns From Zero in conversation with Linda Wells, Chief Creative Officer at Revlon

Jo Malone: My Story – Jo Malone in conversation with Linda Wells, contributing beauty editor atLarge for New York Magazine’s The Cut

Dr. Jennifer Berman: Sex and Intimacy, in Partnership with Access Circles

Meet Nathan Myhrvold, Former CTO of Microsoft and Founder of “Modernist Cuisine” discusses his delicious new book “Modernist Bread”

Theater

The Commons of Pensacola, pre-theater conversation with actress Blythe Danner and Manhattan Theatre Club’s award-winning Artistic Director & director of the play Lynne Meadow

Dead Accounts followed by a Q&A with cast, including Katie Holmes and two-time Tony Award winner Norbert Leo Butz

Pre-theater brunch and conversation with Tony-winning producer Arielle Tepper Madover followed by a matinee showing of Annie

Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, followed by an exclusive Q&A with Frankie Valli

Lucky Guy, pre-theater dinner with producer Stacey Mindich

The Heiress, pre-theater dinner with director Moises Kaufman and producer Stephanie McClelland and followed by a cast Q&A

Screening of In Concert on Broadway and Q&A with Harry Conick Jr.

Opening night of Grace followed by private access to an after-party with the cast

Special advance reading of Women’s Minyan, a play directed by four-time Tony and two-time Emmy nominee Tovah Feldshuh

John Leguizamo: Ghetto Klown, pre-theater dinner, producer seats, and Q&A with John Leguizamo following the show

Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark, pre-theater dinner with key creative directors and Q&A with the cast

FELA!, pre-theater dinner and conversation with co-creator and Q&A with the cast

Time Stands Still, Q&A with author Lee Woodruff and journalist Bob Woodruff

Special advance reading of Pretty Ugly Things, with Kyra Sedgwick, Brian Dennehey and the rest of the cast

The New York Times chief theater critic Ben Brantley in conversation with The Grande Dame of Dish Liz Smith
Business & Finance

Conversation with esteemed philanthropist and financier **George Soros**

Conversation between mega-collector **Eli Broad**, LACMA CEO **Michael Govan**, and curator **Joanne Heyler**

Conversation with American Financier **Steven Rattner**

Conversation with former partner at Bain Capital **Ed Conard** and award-winning journalist **William D. Cohan**

Conversation with Activist investor and financier **Carl Icahn**

The New York Times financial columnist **Andrew Ross Sorkin** in conversation with writer **Joe Nocera**

Conversation with American economist and Director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University **Jeffrey Sachs**

Writer **William D. Cohan** in conversation with the New York Times’ **Andrew Ross Sorkin**

Meet **Denise Shull**, The Hedge Fund Manager Whisperer - in conversation with Fox Business’ **Liz Claman**

**Alex Chung**, Founder & CEO of Giphy, conversation in partnership with EPIC

**Why Wall Street Matters** Bestselling Author, **William D. Cohan** in conversation with **Joe Nocera**, Bloomberg View Columnist

Lunch & Learn with Executive Coach **Glen Stewart Rosie Rios**, 43rd Treasurer of the United States, in conversation

**Valley of the Gods: A Silicon Valley Story** conversation with author **Alexandra Wolfe & Greg Kelly** former White House correspondent for Fox News

Fashion & Beauty

**Andre Leon Talley** and **Pat Cleveland** conversation, in partnership with Garde Robe

Inside look at custom fashion at Calvin Klein’s Headquarters

Rag & Bone: An Evening with **Marcus Wainwright** and **David Neville**, presented by The Museum at FIT

**Brooklyn Decker** and **Whitney Casey**: Reinventing the Power Closet, In Conversation with **Stella Bugbee**, NY Mag The Cut’s Editorial Director

**Tina Brown** discusses her sizzling new book **The Vanity Fair Diaries**

Philosophy

Conversation with renowned scientist **Richard Dawkins**

Conversation with French philosopher **Bernard-Henri Levy**
CORE: is a *space* in *time*. A curated environment innovating connections and nurturing encounters and discoveries. An international community of minds, *mavericks*, and leaders. An epicenter of freedom and *ideas*. Beauty, mindfulness, ease, sparks of intelligence, pleasure. CORE: is for *members only*. Outstanding women and men in the most welcoming of places, surrounded by remarkable art and architecture, exceptional food, warm and impeccable service, original cultural programs and *avant-garde* body-care. A compellingly diverse community to enjoy life, broaden horizons, share knowledge, appreciate the present. Build the *future*. CORE: is about *exchange*. CORE: is an *attitude*. CORE: is a *collective performance*. 